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The great Sichuan earthquake in China on May 12, 2008 was a traumatic event to many who live near the earth-
quake area. However, at present, there are few studies that explore the long-term impact of the adolescent trau-
ma exposure on adults' brain function. In the present study, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) to investigate the brain activation evoked by masked trauma-related stimuli (earthquake versus neutral
images) in 14 adults who lived near the epicenter of the great Sichuan earthquake when they were adolescents
(trauma-exposed group) and 14 adults who lived farther from the epicenter of the earthquake when they were
adolescents (control group). Comparedwith the control group, the trauma-exposed group showed significant el-
evation of activation in the right anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) in re-
sponse to masked earthquake-related images. In the trauma-exposed group, the right ACC activation was
negatively correlated with the frequency of symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). These findings
differmarkedly from the long-term effects of trauma exposure in adults. This suggests that trauma exposure dur-
ing adolescence may have a unique long-term impact on ACC/MPFC function, top-down modulation of trauma-
related information, and subsequent symptoms of PTSD.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Earthquakes can cause widespread devastation, including loss of
property, personal injury, and homelessness (Ursano and McCaughey,
1995). After the great Sichuan earthquake in China on May 12, 2008,
more than 69,000 people were dead and more than 37,000 were in-
jured. To date, at least 17,000 people still remain missing. In total,
more than 46 million people were affected in the 30,000 km2 area
that was impacted by this disaster.

Events such as this one can have a profound impact onmental health
(Bremner et al., 1993; Copeland et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2011) and
there is an intensive international effort to understand the role of the
brain in the association between psychological trauma and ensuing
morbidity (Patel et al., 2012). Previous research has focused on samples
of adults and children with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
(Andersen et al., 2008; De Bellis et al., 1999). However, the majority of
the trauma-exposed individuals without clinical diagnosis of PTSD
(which we will refer as trauma-exposed sample) received little atten-
tion. Although there is an emerging effort to understand the neural
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impact of adulthood exposure to psychological trauma in nonclinical in-
dividuals (Ganzel et al., 2007; Gianaros et al., 2007; Liston et al., 2009),
less attention has been paid to the long-term effects of adolescence
trauma exposure in nonclinical sample. This is of particular interest, as
adolescence is a critical period in brain development. This study aims
to help to fill this gap.
1.1. Background

Trauma exposure is relatively common in the general population, so
that the study of trauma sequelae in nonclinical samples is an important
public health issue. For example, epidemiological studies in the United
States report that more than half of adults and children experience at
least one psychological trauma in their lifetime (Cohen et al., 2006;
Copeland et al., 2007; Kessler et al., 1995). Only a small percentage of
trauma-exposed people (7%–12%) develop PTSD and rates are lower
for children (Copeland et al., 2007). However, after exposure to severe
earthquakes, many of these children and adolescents are at risk for
sub-clinical posttraumatic stress and depressive reactions (Goenjian
et al., 1995; Roussos et al., 2005). If left untreated, these conditions
can become chronic in young survivors who at first appear resilient
(Bremner et al., 1993; Goenjian et al., 2005). Regrettably, less is
known about the long-term consequences of severe life events for
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youth who do not initially develop clinical-level psychiatric symptoms
(Copeland et al., 2007).

1.2. Neuroimaging

A growing body of research on the neural and behavioral sequelae of
the great Sichuan earthquake suggests that this event had a long-term
impact on brain function in both clinical and nonclinical adults. Approx-
imately twomonths after the earthquake, one of our authors (J.Q.) con-
ducted studies examining event-related potential (ERP) response to the
classic and modified Stroop task in a nonclinical sample of adults who
were near the epicenter of the earthquake and who had close personal
experience of this disaster, relative to a comparison group that was
much farther from the epicenter (Qiu et al., 2009, 2010; Wei et al.,
2011). The earthquake exposed group demonstrated decreased cogni-
tive monitor and control (Qiu et al., 2009). In addition, the trauma-
exposed nonclinical adults showed absence of the typical N400-600
Stroop interference effect, indicating the abnormal functions of the
right prefrontal cortex (Brodmann area [BA] 10) (Qiu et al., 2010). Atyp-
ical PFC function was also observed in a functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) study of nonclinical adults that was conducted within
25 days of the earthquake. This study found higher resting-state activity
in frontolimbic and striatal brain regions, reduced neural connectivity
between the two regions, as well as increased anxiety and depression
symptoms in nonclinical adults who were close to the earthquake epi-
center relative to a comparison group that was farther away (Lui et al.,
2009).

Researches of fMRI in nonclinical trauma-exposed individuals re-
ported aberrant neural function in frontolimbic regions (Ganzel et al.,
2007; New et al., 2009; Phan et al., 2006). A longitudinal fMRI study of
the effects of combat exposure on military paramedics found increased
activation in the amygdala, hippocampus, and ventromedial PFC in re-
sponse to masked trauma-related stimuli (Admon et al., 2009). New
et al. (2009) found that the female rape survivors with PTSD and with-
out PTSD both showed impaired ability to diminish response to the
emotional imagery, accompanied by attenuated signal in PFC compared
to controls during down-regulation of emotional response to overtly
presented rape-related imagery. It is argued that trauma exposure im-
pairs MPFC control on the amygdala, which can lead to PTSD symptoms
(Williams et al., 2006). Thus, the PFC structure and functions for cogni-
tive and emotional controls are particularly vulnerable to trauma expo-
sure in both clinical and nonclinical adults.

1.3. Developmental trauma exposure

In children and youth, the neural and behavioral sequelae of trauma
differ from that observed in adults (De Bellis et al., 1999, 2002). The de-
velopment of a brain and behavior creates periods of sensitivity to expe-
rience that vary in their neural and behavioral impact, depending on the
developmental timing of each experience (Ganzel andMorris, 2011). So
if psychological trauma occurs during a period of rapid development in
a given brain region, that trauma ismore likely to affect neural function,
structure, and/or connectivity in that region, with parallel specific ef-
fects on behavior. Unfortunately, very little is known about the long-
term effects of trauma on the nonclinical adolescent brain. One existing
study suggests that a sample of nonclinical young adolescents (10 to 15
years of age) who experienced a greater number of traumas in lifetime
had decreased structure (regional gray matter volume) in PFC and
amygdala, relative to adolescents with fewer traumas in lifetime
(Ganzel et al., 2013).

To date, no studies examining the neural functions after trauma
exposure in adolescence, a critical period in neurodevelopment,
exist. Therefore, we used the great Sichuan earthquake in China on
May 12, 2008, as a unique window into this question. Subjects
were all nonclinical adults who were high school students (17 to
19 years of age) at the time of the earthquake. This study design
gave us good control over a number of key factors in this investiga-
tion, including the type of trauma, the intensity of trauma exposure,
the age of the study subjects at the time of trauma exposure, and the
time elapsed between trauma exposure and neuroimaging data col-
lection. All earthquake-related stimuli were subliminally presented
to avoid overt traumatic reminders and possible traumatization in
subjects. Additionally, it is now widely accepted that cognitive pro-
cesses and states can be non-conscious (occurring below aware-
ness). Previous studies have shown that stimuli presented below
awareness can elicit an effective reaction that is itself consciously
felt (Winkielman and Berridge, 2004).

In summary, we speculated that the ACC/MPFC might play an im-
portant role in the regulation and processing of earthquake-related
images, even when these stimuli were subliminally presented. We
hypothesized that the nonclinical earthquake-exposed individuals
would show significantly decreased activity in ACC and MPFC rela-
tive to the comparison group, along with heightened activity in the
amygdala and associated limbic regions in response to masked
trauma-related images.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Thirty volunteers from Southwest University participated in the
study. The earthquake survivors were all enrolled in high school on
May 12, 2008, the date of the great Sichuan earthquake, andwere living
in the most serious disaster areas (e.g., Mianyang city, 140 km away
from the epicenter of the earthquake, and Deyang city, 101 km away
from the epicenter). The control group consisted of volunteers who
were also enrolled in high school on May 12, 2008, but were living far
from the epicenter of the earthquake and did not have family or close
friends harmed in the disaster (e.g., in Beijing city, 1933 km away
from the epicenter of the earthquake, and Jinan city, 1593 km away
from the epicenter). Data were collected in November, 2010, thirty
months after the earthquake on May 12, 2008.

According to this scale, subjects whose total score over 60 are con-
sidered to have serious PTSD symptoms. Considering the purpose of
our study so the exclusion criteria: (1) had clinical-level PTSD symp-
toms (PTSD-SS total score over 60); (2) history of past or present psy-
chiatric care, or the presence of acute or chronic medical illness after
the Sichuan earthquake; or (3) had undergone any psychotic illness as
recorded in the documents of themental health education department;
and (4) undergone any form of psychotherapy or taken psychotropic
medications after the Sichuan earthquake were excluded. In total, two
subjects were excluded from the current study: one has a PTSD-SS
score over 60, and the other one has excessive headmotion in the scan-
ner. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. They were all
right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. This
study was approved by the Southwest University Brain Imaging Center
Institutional Review Board and complies with the Helsinki Declaration.
Therefore, there were 14 survivors of the Sichuan earthquake (trauma-
exposed group, age mean= 20.64 ± .74 years, 6 males, 8 females) and
14 control subjects (control group, age mean = 20.57 ± 0.85 years, 7
males, 7 females).

2.2. Behavioral assessments

The post-traumatic stress disorder self-rating scale (PTSD-SS) was
based on the definition and diagnostic criteria of PTSD described in
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders: Fourth Edi-
tion (DSM-IV: American Psychiatric Association, 1994) and the Chinese
Classification ofMental Disorders, Second Edition, Revised (CCMD-II-R).
In China, it has been widely applied to evaluate the degree of PTSD
symptoms of earthquake survivors (Fan et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010).
There are three factors of the PTSD-SS (re-experiencing/avoidance
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symptoms, psychological disorders/functional impairment, and emo-
tional numbing/hypervigilance). Five subscales including 24 items
make up the PTSD-SS, respectively divided into the subjective assess-
ment for trauma (1 item), re-experience symptom (7 items), avoidance
behaviors (7 items), emotional numbing and hyperarousal (6 items),
and social dysfunction (2 items) symptom. Items are rated on a
5-point scale from “no symptom” (1) to “most severe with symptom”

(5) with higher scores representing the PTSD symptomswere more se-
vere. Total score indicates the degree of PTSD symptoms by combining
together all the subscale. The initial psychometric evaluation of this
scale revealed adequate internal consistency (0.92), high split-half reli-
ability (0.95) and a good test–retest reliability after two weeks (0.87),
which confirmed the validity of the PTSD-SS as a good measurement
(Liu et al., 1998). In our study, the Cronbach's alpha coefficient for inter-
nal consistency was satisfactory, α = 0.94.
2.3. Stimuli

Prospective stimuli consisted of 400 images of the Sichuan earth-
quake that were collected from the Internet. Each image contained a
scene of the earthquake as it was happening or it depicted the conse-
quences of the earthquake, including rescue scenes, fallen buildings,
and/or earthquake casualties. These images were screened by three in-
dependent raters to ensure that the content of each imagewas clear and
directly reflected the nature of the earthquake event or its conse-
quences. Forty images were removed as not meeting these criteria.
The 360 remaining images were normalized for brightness, contrast
ratio, and color using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems, Inc., San Jose,
CA) and resolution was adjusted to 100 pixel/in., with a final image
size of 10 × 7.5 cm2.

Next, sixty four healthy undergraduates (23males, 41 females; mean
age=21.55±1.46 years, range 18 to 26 years) participated in validation
of the image rating scales. Subjects who took part in the validation study
were not enrolled in the imaging portion of the study andwere not from
any of the disaster areas associated with the Sichuan earthquake. Sub-
jects rated the images according to three criteria: “happiness”, “arousal”
and “familiar”. “happiness”was rated on a scale from 1 (very unhappy)
to 9 (very happy); “arousal”was rated on a scale from 1 (very calm and
relaxed) to 9 (very excited and stressed); “familiar” was rated on a
scale of from 1 (very unfamiliar, completely strange) to 9 (know well).

Finally, among these images, 30 earthquake-related imageswith low
happiness (mean= 2.69 ± .53) and high arousal (mean= 6.07 ± .73)
scores were selected as stimuli for the neuroimaging task. Additional 30
earthquake-unrelated neutral images that were selected from the
native Chinese Affective Picture System (CAPS; (Bai et al., 2005)) were
included. The two groups of pictures were significantly different in
valence and arousal. All of the imageswerematched by physical charac-
teristics such as color, size, and complexity.
Fig. 1. Outline of the experiment. Every block contained a 20 s fixation and a 20 s task. There w
2.4. Experimental design

Each subject took part in one imaging session. Subjectswhowere se-
lected to take part in our scanning (all the 28 samples) were unaware of
the intent of the study or that there would be exposed to earthquake-
related imagery. The stimulus set consisted of one four-minute run
containing six alternating blocks, including three blocks of masked
earthquake-related images and three blocks of masked neutral
(control) images. Each block lasted 40 s and consisted of a 20 s fixation
interval and a 20 s set of masked stimulus trials (two per second). Each
500 ms trial consisted of a 33 ms target, which was either an
earthquake-related or neutral image; this was immediately followed
by a 467 ms neutral image (mask). There were 40 trials per block
(Fig. 1). Order of presentation was counterbalanced across masked
earthquake-related (E) and masked neutral (N) blocks (either EN or
NN), randomly determined by equal probabilities.

To test whether subjects had never seen the mask trauma pic-
tures objectively and performed the task adequately, we asked all
subjects to concentrate on the screen during the scanning and in-
formed them that there would be a recognition task after the scan
(Whalen et al., 1998). We used three kinds of pictures during the
post-imaging recognition task. Subjects were asked to respond
whether the pictures had been seen before. The pictures included
“old”which selected from the fMRI stimulus set (earthquake-related
and earthquake-unrelated images) and “new” which had never ap-
peared in experiment.

2.5. Neuroimaging data acquisition and analysis

Data of fMRI were gathered while subjects viewed the stimuli as
described above. Imaging was conducted using a Siemens Sympho-
ny/Sonata 3 Tesla whole body scanner (Siemens Medical Systems,
Iselin, NJ) equipped with an eight-channel phased array coil. T2*-
weighted echo planar images were obtained for this study (32 slices,
3.4 mm × 3.4 mm × 3 mm voxels, TR = 2 s, TE = 30 ms, flip = 90°,
FOV = 192 mm × 192 mm, slice gap = 1 mm).

Imaging data analysis was performed using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust
Centre for Neuroimaging, University College, London, UK) implemented
onMatLab 7.10.0 R2010a (MathWorks, Natick,MA). During preprocess-
ing, scans were first slice time corrected, then realigned, normalized
into standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space via 12-
parameter affine transformation, smoothed with an 8 mm full width
at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel, and finally filtered (high-
pass filter set at 128 s, low-pass filter achieved by convolution with
the hemodynamic response function).

At the individual (first) level, the designwasmodeled by convolving
with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). Statistical
analyses for each individual subjectwere based on thefixed-effects gen-
eral linear models (GLM) and analyses on the level of the group were
ere 40 stimulus trials, and each stimulus trial consisted of two stimuli: target and mask.
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based on random-effects models (Friston et al., 1999). Comparison con-
trasts (t-tests) were performed on earthquake-related versus neutral
images and the reverse (neutral versus earthquake). Both conditions
(earthquake-related, neutral) were included in the SPMmodel. In addi-
tion, the six motion parameters produced during realignment were en-
tered into a regression analysis against the fMRI data for each individual
subject in order to account for residual effects of movement.

In the group random effects (second-level) analysis, subject-specific
linear contrasts of these parameter estimates were entered in a series
of one-sample t-tests, each constituting a group-level statistical map.
Our main contrasts of interest were BOLD signal in response to masked
earthquake-related versus neutral stimuli and its reverse (neutral
versus earthquake-related stimuli). We generated a cluster-level signifi-
cance threshold using the AlphaSim program in the REST software
(http://www.restfmri.net/forum/RESTV1.7). ThisMonte Carlo procedure
(1000 simulations, Gaussian filter width= 8mm, cluster connection ra-
dius = 5 mm) estimated that whole-brain cluster-level correction for
multiple comparisons at p b 0.01was achieved for our data by combining
a voxel-level threshold of p b 0.005 with a minimum cluster size of 68
contiguous voxels. If significant activation was found in our a priori re-
gions of interest (ACC, medial frontal gyrus, amygdala), we analyzed
the fMRI raw data using the Marseille Region of Interest Toolbox soft-
ware package (MarsBaR 1.86, http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/
marsbar). Using an 8mmradius sphere at a peak activation voxel, we ex-
tracted the BOLD signal data from those significant coordinates. Finally,
we did a correlation analysis by using the extracted percent change of
the BOLD signal data with the PTSD symptoms (PTSD-SS).
3. Results

Post-scan subject debriefing indicated that no subject had seen
earthquake related material. On the post-scan recognition test, the rec-
ognition rate was 31% (i.e., below 50%, which was regarded as below
chance), providing evidence that earthquake-related images were
masked successfully. The mean scores of PTSD-SS in the trauma-
exposed group were 57.27 ± 4.76, while the control group's was
34.75 ± 5.13: t (26) = 11.99, p b .001.

Collapsing across groups, significant BOLD signal was observed in
PFC (including right ACC, MPFC), as well as medial and parietal lobes
in the earthquake-related versus neutral condition (Table 1). There
were no whole-group or between-group differences in the amygdala
activation in earthquake-related versus neutral condition or in the re-
verse contrast.

Independent sample t-tests of the difference scores of the extracted
data revealed significantly greater right ACC/MPFC activation in the
trauma-exposed group compared with the control group during pre-
sentation of masked earthquake-related images (Figs. 2, 3). In the
trauma-exposed group, elevated PTSD symptoms were associated
with decreased signal in ACC (earthquake versus neutral images):
r (14) = − .31, p = .04 (Fig. 4). Such correlation was not observed in
the MPFC.
Table 1
Regions display a significant effect in the contrast of earthquake-related vs. earthquake-
unrelated image conditions.
All regions are significant at p b .01 after whole brain cluster correction with a voxel-level
threshold of p b .005 and cluster size (k) of 68 voxels.

Brain region MNI
coordinates

Peak
t-value

Size (# of
voxels)

x y z

Medial frontal gyrus −7 −24 55 4.68 257
Right anterior cingulate cortex 4 44 16 4.12 259
Right inferior parietal lobule 51 −54 52 3.95 82
Left superior medial frontal cortex −7 44 52 3.76 81
4. Discussion

We investigated differences in brain function and behavior in re-
sponse to masked earthquake-related images in adults who, as adoles-
cents, had been at different distances from the epicenter of the great
Sichuan earthquake on May 12, 2008. In this study, we anticipated
that masked earthquake-related stimuli (compared to masked neutral
stimuli) would induce intrusive recollections of the earthquake in the
trauma-exposed group, together with increased amygdala activation.
We hypothesized that this increased limbic response would be accom-
panied by a decrease in PFC function in regions associated with atten-
tion and ability to concentrate, similar to findings in adult patients
with PTSD (Rauch et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2006).

Contrary to these expectations, we saw up-regulation of ACC and
MPFC activation in the trauma-exposed group during their viewing of
masked trauma-related images, along with no group differences in the
amygdala activation. In addition, only the earthquake-exposed subjects
showed a significant negative association between PTSD symptoms and
degree of activation in the ACC in response to masked trauma-related
images, such that signal in ACC increased as PTSD symptoms decreased.
This is thefirst study to examine automatic (non-conscious) neural pro-
cessing of trauma-related stimuli in adults who were known to have
trauma exposure specifically during late adolescence.

The currentfindings of the increased ACC andMPFC activation in the
sample of adults who experienced trauma in their adolescence contrast
with the results of existing neuroimaging studies of trauma-exposed
adults, whether or not they have PTSD. In adults, trauma exposure is as-
sociated with characteristic dysregulation in the corticolimbic system,
including increased amygdala response to masked and nonmasked
threat-related stimuli (Ganzel et al., 2008; Rauch et al., 2000; Williams
et al., 2006), which is accompanied by decreased signal in dorsal ACC,
and MPFC (Rauch et al., 2000; Shin et al., 2001, 2004; Williams et al.,
2006). The increased ACC and MPFC activations among the trauma-
exposed individuals in our study may be associated with the timing of
the trauma exposure in adolescence. During adolescence, the ACC and
PFC are still immature. Adolescents recruit greater ACC and PFC activa-
tion for emotion processing and regulation compared to adults
(Blakemore, 2008; Pfeifer and Blakemore, 2012; Steinberg, 2005). Al-
though the exact reason is unclear, we speculate that exposure to trau-
ma during adolescence may have disrupted a normal development, so
that the individuals exposed to trauma during adolescence may require
elevated levels of the ACC and PFC activity to process emotional infor-
mation in adulthood compared to individuals who were not exposed
to trauma in adolescence even when the emotional stimuli were pre-
sented subliminally.

These increased levels of the ACC activity appear to be important for
improved psychological outcomes among trauma-exposed individuals.
In the current study, an individual-level analysis within the trauma-
exposed group showed that more robust ACC response was associated
with fewer symptoms of posttraumatic stress. This is consistent with
previous findings of a reciprocal relationship between the ACC activity
and PTSD symptoms (Liberzon and Sripada, 2007; Shin et al., 2006;
Williams et al., 2006) and supports previous conjecture that the ACC
plays an important part in the self-control and regulation of amygdala
response to trauma-related information. This automatic cognitive con-
trol of threat-related stimuli might play an important role in better
long-term psychological outcomes.

Notably, in the current study, trauma-exposed group did not show
any evidence of amygdala hyperactivity in response to masked
trauma-related stimuli, relative to their own responses to masked neu-
tral stimuli or relative to the responses of a comparison group. This is
consistent with previous findings that amygdala did not show greater
activity neither in PTSD nor in non-PTSD (Bremner et al., 2003; Lanius
et al., 2001; Shin et al., 1999). For example, Hendler et al. (2003) report-
ed no increase in the amygdala activation in response to trauma-related
stimulus in traumatized subjects without a PTSD diagnosis. We
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Fig. 2.Anterior cingulate. A. Statistical parametric map (earthquake-relatedminus earthquake-unrelated trials) showing activity in the right anterior cingulate in thewhole group (p b .01
cluster-corrected, x, y, z = 4, 44, 16). Activity is represented in T-scores. B. The bar graph shows blood oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal change in this region in each condition.
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speculate that the increased levels of the PFC and ACC activation among
the trauma-exposed group may contribute to effectively regulate the
amygdala activation, which can further be associated with nonclinical
status of the trauma-exposed group. Additionally, we know that func-
tional imaging studies are largely methodologically demanding so that
can vary dramatically regarding paradigms and analytic methods. We
employed subliminal presentation of trauma-related information here
while the amygdala hyperactivation associated with trauma exposure
may be better detected by explicit presentation rather than subliminal
presentation. Future studies should examinewhether subliminal versus
explicit presentation of trauma-related information is associated with
differences in the amygdala activation between trauma-exposed and
control groups.

There are a few limitations of the present study. First, we did not in-
clude a group of patients with PTSD, so that we can only infer a compar-
ison of our results and those of the previous PTSD studies. Thus, future
work is needed to compare neural activity among trauma-exposed
PTSD patients, trauma-exposed nonclinical group, and no trauma-
exposure group. Also, the current study did not conduct a structured
Fig. 3.Medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC). The statistical parametricmapon the left displays activi
across groups (p b .01 cluster-corrected, x, y, z =−7,−24, 55). Activity is represented in T-sco
clinical interview. Future studies should also use in-depth clinical inter-
view to determine a clinical diagnosis of PTSD among trauma-exposed
individuals. Second, the current study examined a prospective associa-
tion between adolescent trauma exposure and adult brain functions.
However, it is still unknown about the concurrent associations between
adolescent trauma, neural changes and PTSD symptoms when the trau-
ma occurred. Thus, it is important that future work will reveal the
longitudinal effects of adolescent trauma exposure on the neural devel-
opmental trajectories by collecting neuroimaging data at multiple time
points across ages. Third, the sample size was relatively small, future
studies must replicate our findings using larger samples.

5. Conclusion

Our study used fMRI to investigate non-conscious processing of
earthquake-related versus neutral images in a nonclinical sample of
adults who, as adolescents, experienced the great Sichuan earthquake.
In this earthquake trauma-exposed group, we found greater ACC/
MPFC response to earthquake-related stimuli, relative to a comparison
ty in theMPFC in the earthquake-relatedminus earthquake-unrelated condition, collapsing
res. The bar graph on the right shows BOLD signal change in this region in each condition.



Fig. 4. Correlation between BOLD signal in the anterior cingulate and the PTSD-SS score
(r= -0.56, p=0.03, x, y, z = 4, 44, 16) in the earthquake-related condition in the
trauma-exposed group only.
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group that was farther from the epicenter of the earthquake. This ACC
hyperactivity (earthquake versus neutral images) was negatively asso-
ciated with symptoms of PTSD, with no evidence of heightened amyg-
dala response. Our results suggest that automatic cognitive control of
threat-related stimuli might play an important role in long-term psy-
chological health. These results contrast strongly with research findings
with trauma-exposed adults with and without PTSD. These differences
in findings may shed light on the long-term neural sequelae of trauma
exposure that occurs during adolescence, relative to that of trauma ex-
posure that occurs during other points in the lifespan.
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